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Abstract 
The study in this paper is on the fundamental topological processes remaining at the background of any kind of problem. The any 
kind of problem here is explanable by corresponding it with question, illness, and/or wellness concepts even if they are 
technological and/or humanistic beside objective and/or subjective, furtherly in conscious and/or unconscious. Analytical 
principles are presented with an approach submitted here first. The responce of the fundamental question here is correlated with 
the realizability and/or unrealizability by using the topological analysis method. An algorithm is formulated. We call Self-
constructing Model by itself Model achieved by the topological correlations of the algorithm. The model proves the economical 
and administrative and scientific enclosures of the processes for a compact and reliable development of any kind of communities 
as societies, states, governments, students, human beings, animals, sets, materials, unmaterialized things, collections of objects, 
machines, devices, networks, and etc. 
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1. Introduction 
having 
topological (Hocking & Young, 1961) meaning, are studied with an original methodological approach used here 
first by staying independent of species of the topic. The answer of the fundamental question here is directly 
correlated with the realizability and/or unrealizability of a proposition designed as related to the topic. The 
fundamental processes of the approach are generated from the studies on high energy physics (Sengor, 2010; 
Sengor, 2012).  
The model presented in this work is related to explain the processes in economic systems and administration 
mechanisms with topological expressions and dependence of these structural processes on the collapse phases of the 
states, too. The model, which is created by the scrutinizetions, named Self-constructing Model by itself Model 
(Spontaneous Sanction Model). Analytical proof illustrating the grooving ability of the problems is given even if 
well established solutions are applied or not rather than preventing them due to the positive feedback loop in the 
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mentioned spontaneous occurrence mechanism. It is simply and briefly tried to explain that a total naked 
development of societies cannot be succeed whatever is done as the best of it, without more accurate approaches are 
designed and applied in development due to this positive feedback loop (Ogata, 1967) in current mechanisms. 
Individual and total development concepts are defined. The possibility and necessity of restructuring of the 
mechanism of occurrence of the event is proven for the total development of the communities for benefit the whole 
of mankind throughout the world and an approach model is given applicable and suitable to their own conditions by 
adding a spontaneous negative feedback mechanism. The proofs are given that i) presenting a problem in any 
formation or structure that is equivalent of a pending problem, ii) the solution, if you can find the way out then, is 
possible first with the establishment of full and correctly established accurate problem then iii) if the triplet of the 
result, the aim, and the method is provided compactly and fully accurate then achieving the solution of the problem 
becomes realizable by an approach with the methodological approaches in the model of topological spaces. General 
analytical study with topological model gives a formation of any type, which may occur in any universe and has a 
topological mechanism. This mechanism, named as behavior mechanism, is a mechanism of its own self so that it 
will present functionally analytical structure that is defined as the current produced.   
As a result, the possibility of stochastic occurrences may push the communities likely into new formations in the 
future, brings the need all the things of the community should be reviewed in the light of work under the modelled 
approach, so the necessity of that has been done to this as concluded. The formation can occur that societies 
formations should offer the previous stages have not taken place in an open manner and is likely to be highly enough 
totalitarian criteria may not exist, if the occurrence is not compact then it will change the behaviour mechanism; i.e., 
topological  structure of the society. That has shown this mechanism at its own will be self determined control 
mechanism because of the analytical structure that is defined as a structure of communities, purely concluded on, 
using the topological aspects.  
2. The topology of problem 
Whatever the topic, any ruling on any problem is a matter of what is going on behind the creation and/or 
occurrence mechanisms. The answer to this question is directly related to the realizability and/or unrealizability of a 
proposition that is about doing and/or not doing a given word. That is; we all promise ourselves or others against the 
future "being ending a particular behavior" and put a time line mostly. This fact is not much different from 
designing a realizable proposition; therefore, realization of a designed proposition constitutes a structure consisting 
of keeping a given word. In order to comprehend the problems occurring during the realization of a designed 
proposition simply it is necessary investigating the processes disrupting to keep a given word. In both cases, the 
problem is the obstacle at least one that restricts keeping the given word and some control processes are developed 
to overcome this kind of problems. These control processes are identical to another word given as a response. These 
control processes as equivalently responsive to the previous words are identical to the one of the other words. It is 
the second mentioned, so we can say a word equivalently responsive it generates in each time. Obviously that, do we 
determine the behavior collection to reach the result in advance? If we can do this then it retains its own security that 
we can reach the conclusion. This is proof that we can keep our word. We can use this result as an indicator for 
providing the development of control processes of realization (Coper, 2005) method to keep a word without 
encountering problems. 
2.1. The nature of topological structure 
Let all the best is done to reach the conclusion that mentioned in the regulations have been made, and assume that 
the path is tracked. So we do the stuff we promised; that is enough if new issues are absent. But this is not always 
the case, for the most part fulfilled the promises given. Even the opposite results of the objective are experienced. 
Why is it so? 
The incompatibility among the end result obtained at the end of processes and the purpose at the promise with 
each other can be connected to the following reasons: 
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a. There are faults, which are made during applications of processes. 
b. Purpose made towards achieving settlement is negative. 
c. The principal purpose and the specified purpose are not the equivalent of each other. 
The first item has a worth to think and investigate from the point of view of a practitioner having the best intention 
primarily. If we can determine the reason for the mistakes, say reached problems, accurately then we can develop 
our work in a more suitable direction for our aim. What are the problems and why are they emerging and how may 
they be resolved? Can structural (topological (Hocking & Young, 1961)) design of all these questions be setup? Let 
us try to setup the answers to these questions, which we put them in general meaning, step by step. We approach to 
the topic from a different perspective than ordinary one.  
If the final goal is determined perfectly and the intermediate stages are chosen precisely then the only thing that 
should be done by the system is to do the intermediate processes to obtain the desired goal. Let us assume all of the 
final goal and intermediate stages are chosen as compatible within the system by the system. In this case system 
reaches its goal. If the system could not success the goal then there is a failure in the system, which is excluded from 
the investigation by our assumption. Human beings are not alone on Earth; they live together in mutual influences 
on each other. If so, we cannot measure the system that we observing in our investigation only according to itself. 
We have to consider the systems at outside of it. Our goal is to investigate the processes of the system on their own; 
however, there may be some influences of the principal goal of the observed system on the principal goals of the 
external systems and the external systems may generate influences on the observed system, too. If the purpose of 
that system and the external effects of the intermediate values in the rearrangements are determined without regard 
to the structure and results of the arrangements then the system keeps itself as open to the irregular situations and to 
reach failure. If we consider analyzing the human in the topic mentioned above as a system keeping its promise then 
may we define such a system has the ability of positivity? 
The success of a system depends on below properties of system:  
1. Relationship of the elements of the system in its own  
2. Relationships with the external systems. 
Success in implementing the system with the relationships between compliance and the correspondence between 
them own these relationships. How may this compatibility be obtained? 
We are examining the issue, we have discussed in general terms the concept of a "system" (Ogata, 1967). Here 
human being is taken as the observed system. Also the topic in our investigation might be reduced to any other field. 
For example, we may reduce the topic in our approaches to the topics of physics held by physical systems; in this 
case the system involves the relationships among the physical objects and the laws of physics. If the laws of physics 
are realized within the system, then the system is compatible with other physical objects and systems (Strogatz, 
1994). In order that the system may obtain the above mentioned compatibility, the system must providing the rules 
and laws recognized with the systems (Wieberg, 1971) space (Rudin, 1991) and systems group (Baumslag & 
Chandler, 1968; Smirnov, 1964, Vol. III-1). We have to supervise the laws recognized by the space of human being 
because we reduced the system in our work to the structure was created by the human being who tries to keep its 
promise. Select the search values and our human when it meets the law previously mentioned above have achieved 
compatibility. In this case, the chance of success is high. What are the laws recognised in the space of human 
beings? Both are quite heavy and large and quite comprehensive. The question is difficult but a solution is possible 
in the step by step approach although t
collection of the concepts and relationships between those concepts and not through the usual rules and/or optional 
values have resulted in emergence of the system. Even if we define the law maker here as a "Creator" of things from 
nothing then a set of concepts and relationships among these concepts inevitably occur so that the Creator
obey them without restricted. 
2.1.1. Analysis and synthesis of problems 
If we investigate a specific system, say A, then we must take the regulation and law and/or regulations and laws, 
which the space involving the system A used while the space creates the specific system A as a basis. How will an 
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element of the system A learn current laws, while the element of the system do not know any phase of the 
occurrence of the system A?  
If it is possible to choose a collection of laws compatible with the results obtained by experiment made on the 
system and the similar results made on the topological space of the model are compatible with the laws used while 
the system is constructed then that provides other system B, which is trying to understand the system A, is able to 
understand the system A step by step. The law we mentioned here is independent from the steps that has been used 
by the space while creating the law. In this case considering the process of reasoning from the shape of a "law 
 
When the laws of the space of human beings, which is mentioned here, are understood, the scientific results, 
which are obtained, will provide a truth movement on the scientific scale. However, at the beginning of our work we 
treat a case of "one man, who gave a promise" has dominated in the laws in a way that is obvious in terms of human 
interact; it is not necessary to understand and know the laws of human space in order to succeed its goal by it. That 
is; we have the success of system, it is connected to the system to comply with. This is a result of ability of 
identifying of itself of human and its promise regarding the promised thing. This pattern shaped by topological 
structure, topological structure as a self-continuity in analytical meaning, the dominant in their elements of criteria 
(demanding, impulsive) as embedded. This means the dominant element of the structure of the operating process are 
converted to explicit expressions in the topological space. To explain this in other words, let us consider an example: 
even if you do not know that you cannot breathe and inhale while you dive in deep water you will not be prevented 
from dying as a result of this event; therefore, knowing and unknowing the laws does not affect the functioning of 
the events in the event space in topological meaning; however, this situation affects the success of the system 
without avoiding from it.  
We meet with the existence of various problems almost everywhere (field) and the efforts on discussion of the 
problems of decontaminating requests. All the work, which is done, is like comparing the existing and/or new 
designed system with the expected behavior of this system and the behavior against to the system being the outside 
of the previous system, entirely (Sengor, 1981). If there is any "problem" in any "thing" then there is one 
incompatibility, at least, among the elements of both of the events and the target structure. If the system is 
compatible in terms of its internal structure then there will not exist any negativity against to the system lying 
outside of it with respect to itself. If such a negativity; i.e., such a problem is perceived then it will be necessary 
searching the negativity within the system targeted to the behaviour of the system. Now, if this second system is 
creating a structure that is compatible and/or incompatible within its own structure then what can we say?  Due to 
the problems remain current in their own spaces, the problem should be at the relationships among the  systems; this 
means  that the problem is at the inclusion of the behaviour of the second system, which is expected from the point 
of view of the first system. In this case, the first system, which is involved and/or not involved by the second 
system, has not a structure, which is able to process the behaviour expected by the second system. Fitness between 
the purpose identified and the result are put according to the below items: 
1. Arrengements made towards achieving the goal; i.e., solution algorithm (Iberall, 1972, pp. 10-11). 
2. The occurences and events at the steps of application. 
3. The equivalence between the specified purpose and the principal purpose (Baumslag & Chandler, 1968, pp. 8). 
This information involves the conditions required for the success. We call compatibility conditions the above 
mentioned three items.  No matter what any particular system will reach the success if it may provide the suitability 
between the compatibility conditions and its own laws of its system and among the three items of the compatibility 
conditions. Here, the term of success means in the sense of convenience between the proposed goal object and the 
obtained result object. The compatibility is a structure of a conjunction of three items of the compatibility 
conditions; therefore, the negativity (and/or positivity) occurring at a specific temporal point, say t, charge the result 
at t has same effect as it is but effects the results negatively (and/or positively) as grooving at the later temporal 
points, say t1>t. 
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2.1.1.1. Existence condition 
What is the worth of having a purpose within the inclusion of anything and/or system? The fact is that the reason 
at the existence of a system is the purpose of the system and the system arranges its working processes according to 
this purpose at all steps (Sengor, 1981). We call principal axiom of pure existence mentioned proposition. The input 
of the system is the purpose and the output of the system is the result; therefore the purpose is the input depending 
on both of the input and the output and the result is output depending on both of the input and the output. This 
means that the transfer function of the system is an ill-posed scheme; however the functional mechanism is 
obtainable in a well-posed scheme if the structure is processed with topological approaches. The magnitudes of 
some specific parameters remain conserved according to a specific structure at the time while it passes to the 
existence state from the inexistence state according to its state space. The conservation condition brings the 
necessity to determine things having magnitudes producing the algebraic total of zero; therefore, dual things having 
magnitude of positive and/or negative occur unavoidably. The working process of the system generates new dual 
things having magnitude of positive and/or negative. We call the dual occurrence law mentioned proposition. The 
dual occurrence law covers the creator, even if it is the Creator thing from nothing, of the system, too.  
3. Community model dressed with system theoretical approaches 
Designing a community, administration, government, society, and/or etc. is not different thing than creating 
something while they do not exist even if the processes related to things that will be designed are wholly new 
creations and/or alterations of old 
This is same creating a structure from a concept that does not exist, yet.  
Example: Let us think about filling an empty cup with water. To do this we need an empty cup, firstly. Let us 
look at the empty cup. There is nothing inside of it; therefore we have not a cup of water just now. Let us fill the cup 
with some water. Just now, at the end of filling processes we have a cup of water. This means we do bring into 
existence a cup of water from the inexistence of a cup of water. As a second part of the experiment let us take a cup 
of water, firstly. Let us do empty the water in the cup. Just now, at the end of emptying processes we have not a cup 
of water. This means we do bring into inexistence of a cup of water from the existence of a cup of water.  
If we approach to the event creating a thing from nothing with an analytical point of view we should begin first 
settling at least two kinds of sets (Smirnov, 1964, Vol. I) including one of at least two different kinds of elements 
per each set, say the set of existence and the set of inexistence and illustrate them with V and Y, respectively. Let us 
define v and y as the elements of the set V and set Y, respectively. The mentioned processes will generate the 
topological spaces V and Y defined below:  
,                                                                                                                                                (1) 
Here we call existence element and inexistence element to  and , respectively. Creating  from  can be possible 
iff a transformation  is applied on variable . This is same writing the equation below in analytical meaning: 
                                                                                                                                                                   (2) 
If we can mesh a metric space then the rules of coming into existence and inexistence have topological meaning 
(Sengor, 2010; Sengor, 2012). As a result, below axioms related to the structural mechanism of topological principle 
of an existence state from an inexistence state:  
,                                                                           (3) 
,                                                                   (4) 
Here, the equations (3) and (4) bring the anti-duplication process during the creation steps into reality. We call 
doublet occurrence law the equations (3) and (4). Multiple occurrence law is written similarly. For example we write 
similar equations with (3) and (4) in the triplet occurrence law by inserting superscripts -1, 0, and +1 instead of 
superscripts  and +; i.e., , etc. Functional relationships between V and Y are defined by using 
differential metrics of existence and inexistence spaces by using kernels suitable with transformation  and its 
inverse , where   and  . Here  and  are the unit transformation and null transformation 
according to the doublet occurrence law, respectively.  
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3.1. The topological mechanisms for community structure 
All the events and processes in any community have a structure definable with the transformations in its 
topological space as defined in above section. The Present Time (TPT), say t, for a community is a manifold, which 
has the ingredients designed from the transformations of the events and occurrences created in its Past Times (PTs), 
say t< <t, and The Present Times (TPTs), and Future Times (FTs), say t> >t. The reason for being the FTs among the 
ingredients of TPT is the principal axiom of pure existence, which i , say 
PrE, of the set defining the mechanism in the structures in the community are suitable to investigate with five 
sections below:  
i) Internal interactions, 
ii) External interactions,  
iii) Economical interactions, 
iv) Sociological interactions, 
v) Topological model interactions. 
The ingredients related with the politics, the histories and the religions remain in economical and social interactions 
as secondary elements. A measurable set is correlated to the each of interaction processes in principal elements 
group (Baumslag & Chandler, 1968; Smirnov, 1964, pp. 188). The elements of measurable set called with names 
suitable to the measure of each principal element. Each of the measures depends on some activities. The 
independence of the measures on the activities is defined with suitable coefficients like below:  
Measure= Measure Function (Activity) = {Coefficient doped in Measure by Activity}  Activity                       (5) 
Some examples for the definition of measure are given in Table 1.  
 
Table 1. Definition of some measures and related coefficients 
 
Measure Function Coefficient Activity 
Measure= 
Measure Function(Activity) 
{Coefficient doped in Measure by  
Activity} 
Activity 
Measure=Measure Function(Community  
Structure) 
{Coefficient for Willpower of the  
Structure} 
Willpower Activity of the Structure 
Measure(PrE)/Total Measure(PrE) {Activity Coefficient of the Activity in  
the Measure} 
{Sum of Measure of Activity over  
Each of Activities} 
Total Willpower Correlated with the PrE {Coefficient for Willpower of the  
Structure} 
Measure(Measure of Willpower  
Activity of the Community) 
 
Example: The concept of independence may be defined as the measure as a function depending on the willpower 
of the community. The definition may be generated as below from equation (5) and Table 1: 
Measure of Independence={Total Willpower Correlated with a PrE}/{Total Measure}                                       (6) 
Here the Total Measure is the sum of Measures over all of the Principal Elements.  
3.1.1. A  sample trajectory diagram for the structure 
     
realization of developing and regressing the community.  
     The trajectory of ReM determines the structural properties of the topological space of the community. The 
mentioned structural properties are affected with the i) discontinuities, ii) velocity , and iii) acceleration 
 of the Real Measure. The trajectory of Real Measure is depicted versus time in Figure 1. 
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3.2. The deterministic ability of programming the future of community 
The trajectory of ReM has some local and/or global extremums if below conditions are provided:  
,                           (7) 
Iff n The events and processes in any community 
have a structure definable with the transformations in its trajectory of Real Measure. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. A sample of the trajectory of Real Measure versus time. 
4. Conclusions 
The fundamental topological processes remaining at the background of any kind of problem are given. Analytical 
principles are presented with an approach submitted here first. The responce of the fundamental question here is 
correlated with the realizability and/or unrealizability by using the topological analysis method. An algorithm is 
formulated. The Self-constructing Model by itself Model is achieved by the topological correlations of the algorithm. 
The model proves the economical and administrative and scientific enclosures of the processes for a compact and 
reliable development of any kind of communities as societies, states, governments, students, human beings, animals, 
sets, materials, unmaterialized things, collections of objects, machines, devices, networks, and etc. 
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